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1. Africa had become an important proctucer of crude petmleum in a comparatively short 
period of time. Hcnce, the subject of petroleum legislation as such was not well documented for 
African countries and there had been very rapid changes in practices over recent years as more 
and more wuahies w e d  to a position of effective control over this strategic national resource. 

2. As Detroleum exoloration and develwment have increased and the African oetroleum 
in- progressed, the& has been a tendepj to develop a more precise body of law &ating 
the wstem of l d  amemeats which b ids  African gwenuaents and international oil companies. 
The -exact formformof &is legislation has been done v & n g  from country to country, according to 
the administrative patterns involved. 

3. The petroleum legislation in this papex is understood as the system of legal agreements 
which brings together the host governments and oil companies as equally iateFested partnen in 
the search for oil and which is the product of the numerous contracts between the two. In the 
late fifties when petroleum exploration came to the African soil, the international oil companies 
have enjoyed the technological monopoly. Their access to international markets and their know- 
how in setting up local distribution services ensured tbat the industry led the African 
Governments h the establishment of the petroleum legislation. Hence, the earliest contracts were 
very favourable to the international petroleum companies. 

4. The paper seeks to put the matter in overall perspective, chiefly from a legal stand point 
of oil companies - host government relations. An attempt was made to show the range of 
techniques both a- . . 've and l e d  which d d  be available to African member States for 
copingwith the problem of allowing &leum exploration programmes to proceed, whilst taking 
stpqstoensuretbattheinterestsofallpartiesmobserved. 

5. With regard to the situation in Africa, while each African member State is interested or 
engaged in petroleum exploration, the majority have already authorized exploration on their 
territory, while in an appreciable number of cases actual exploitation has either begun or may 
shortly be expected. Although this study concentrates solely on exploration and production 
contracts, there are many other aspects of the oil indusq such as refining, distribution and 
petrochemicais which are equally important from a regulatory point of view. 

6. In establishing their petroleum legislation, the African governments are trying to realize 
the majority of their objective while taking into account the international evolution of the 
in dust^^. There are many African least developed countries now attempting to stimulate foreign 
private inveshnent in the petroleum sector. However, the level of finance available is limited 
and there is very stnmg competition in attracting that finance. This study is &ended to be 
helpful to governments embarking on petroleum exploration. 

7. In view of the fact that the maior rernirement of the host Government in the svstem of 
legal agreements with multinational oil"compkes i s  the maximization of revenue from &leum 
operations for the state. the ECA Secretariat is verv keen to heb the African Governments to 
become more acquainted with the sophisticated operations of Zhe petroleum indusby. The 



manimiz8tion of revenue from petroleum operations for member States, while ensuring that the 
oil companies eain an honest profit on their investment is only possible with the establishing the 
right petroleum legislation. 

8. In order to collect the basic information on petroleum legislation in Africa, ECA has 
developed a questionnaire covering the major issues in this subject. This questioMaire was sent 
to African member States who are known to embark on the search for hydmmbons. Some of 
the countries with established oil production have also been contacted. Oil producing African 
countries are in a very different situation comparing to those which are at the exploration stage 
and their experience in organization of petroleum legislation may be valuable to the rest of 
African member States. It should be noted that response to ECA questionnaire was unusuaUy 
high, about 16 African countries have (see the list in attachment III) wponded and provided 
ECA with additional information on model petroleum agreement and the petroleum exploration 
and production acts. 

9. By way of introduction to the basics of petroleum legislation attention was called to a 
number of characteristics outlined in chspters II and III which may help to make it easier to 
understand the information provided. It would appear to be the case that just as actual petroleum 
exploration itself has involved the use of techniques first developed in minerals exploration, so 
many African states, at least initially, have applied the regulatory systems governing mineral 
development. 

10. A government oil strategy qui res  that a balance be struck between the necessity of fully 
exploiting oil resources and the cconsequent desire to exact the maximum benefit to the state in 
terms of revenue and techaological transfer. These two factors can be of enormous importance 
in accelerating economic growth of African member States - the final goal of all studies 
undertaken by the United Nations Economic Commission for Afiica. 



11. Concept~I frunewort - exploration and development agreement criteria 

11. The following section is a review of the framework of legislative and regulatory measures 
adopted by some African countries engaged in petroleum exploration. The very different 
situations existing in the various African countries make adherence to any particular type of 
agreement impossible. Each African country decides on the petroleum industry regulation 
viewed from its own particular situation. Those countries wishing to at&ract foreign inveslnmt 
in the search for petroleum must decide on an optimum mix of legislation and incentives. 

12. It is not d b l e  within the scm of this uawz to enter into the full details of the 
regulatory system applied in each of the African co&es. The regulatory system of petroleum . . 
legislation comprises, on the one hand, the adrmnrsttative machinery of the African state 
co-llcezned and i& component parts, on the other, the steps to be taken with regard to each phase 
of petroleum exploration. The full body of law involved witb respect, for example, to such 
matters as drilling permits, the volume of geophysical survey, target depth etc. is covered in 
periodic reports which NXI commonly to some hunQeds of pages. Hence, the attention has been 
concentrated mainly on the provisions bearing most directly on petroleum exploration which are 
listed in ECA questionnaire. (attachment 11). 

13. As regards the Afiican countries studied, there may be said to be representative cross 
sample of the states which are now engaged in petroleum exploration and development (see the 
list attached). As the petroleum industry progressed in Africa, the Governments became more 
acquainted with both the technology and the markets and the sophistication of the petroleum 
legislation increased. This process has now reached an advanced stage in the oil-producing 
African countries but it is still evolving in the countries engaged in the petroleum exploration. 

14. In establishing the petroleum legislation, African countries must try to realise the majority 
of their objectives while taking into account the international evolution of the ioctuStry. The 
various types of exploration and production contracts in African member States cover a wide 
range of agreements from the old style concessions to production sharing agreements and in some 
countries there is more than one type of agreement in existence at any given time. 

15. In general there are five different types of agreement between Africaa member States and 
international oil companies. These are concessions, production sbsring agreements, service 
contracts with risk, service contracts without risk and joint ventures. 

16. Whereas this is a very broad classification, it is still possible to put host government - oil 
company agreements into these Categories but the effect of the similar types of the contract is not 
exactly the same in various African countries. The categories outlined above represent the legal 
framework only and the conditions, both legal and financial, applied within this framework 
determine the state's revenue from petroleum exploration and exploitation and more importantly 
the level of control the state may exercise on companies active in the petroleum sector. 



17. The existing major oil producers in Africa all seemed to have reached their own 
arrangements regarding the control of their petroleum industries. What was importaut that 
countries just on the threshold of development or hoping that the miracle of oil would occur for 
them in the not too distant future should make the right arrangements with the oil companies. 
It was obviously wrong when the companies produced standardized types of agreement which 
had stood them in good stead in many other parts of the world and then adopted "take it or leave 
it" attitude. It was also not conducive to the risks taken in oil exploration for a host Government 
to try to lay down conditions which were too arduous so that, when taking the risks and costs 
into account, there was no financial. incentive left to the company. However, there must be a 
middle way that fitted in with the present day situation. 

18. The basic rules spelt out in the unwritten code of investing by a multinational company 
in petroleum exploration or production are as follows: 

- there must be a good probability of locating sufficient reserves to warrant 
production; 

- the level of political risk should be acceptable; 

- the legal framework under which the search for petroleum is regulated should be 
firmly based; 

- there should be a good possibility that any oil located will eventually be exported; 

- the situation with respect to repatriation of eventual profits should be clear. 

19. In general the requirements of the host government can be summarid as follows: 

- the maximization of revenue from petroleum operations for the state while 
ensuring that the oil companies earn an honest profit on their investment; 

- the maximum control on the operations of the companies, particularly in ensuring 
that work programmes entered into are carried out in a m e c t  manner; 

- maximum direct participation in petroleum activities, the level being decided by 
the realities of the exploration and producing situation existing in the country; 

- maximization of the existence of a petroleum sector by setting up linkage 
between it and indigenous industrial development, use of the petroleum sector as 
an engine for industrial development; 

- the positioning of the petroleum sector within an overall energy policy framework. 



20. Although there are a great variety of exploration and production agreements in use for 
oil company operations in African countries, certain standard provisions are common to most 
deals. These include; 

detinition of area and relin-; 
duration of exploration and production phases; 
work and financial obligations; 
definition of commercial discovery; 
fiscal terms, including cost recovery; 
host government take and reward to the company; 
valuation of crude oil; 
treatment of gas discoveries; 
supply of local market and export; 
government participation; 
control of .operations; 
certain other provisions (such as sale risk, arbitration, etc); 

21. Obviously there is a malt in African cmntxies harmmising theiu laws on the petroleum 
industry, but it should be treated as very specialized subject and it would need a series of studies 
and meetings of African legal officers and petroleum specialists to be able to reach my agreed 
set of recommendations. 



III. The types of peaoleurn exploration and production contracts 

22. The types of exploration and production contracts known in Africa cover a wide spectrum 
of agreements from the old style concessions to production sharing agreements. In some 
countries there is more than one type of agreement in existence at any gives time. 

23. While it is possible to put host government-oil company agreements into five broad 
categories, (Paragraph 15) it is not true to say that the effect of similar types of contract is the 
same in all cases. The categories shown above represent only legal frameworks; the conditions, 
both legal and financial, applied within these frameworks determine the date's revenue from 
petroleum exploitation and more importantly the level of control the state may exercise on 
companies active in the petroleum sector. In other words, the fact that two African countries 
operate a system of production sharing agreements m o t  be taken to mean that each state could 
benefit to the same extent from a similar sized petroleum development. 

1. concessions 

24. This is the oldest type of host govemment-oil company agreement and also, generally, 
the most unfavowable for the host country. The basis of a coacession is that the state grants to 
an oil colnpaoy or a group of oil companies the right to cany out all types of petroleum 
operations including exploration, production, transportation and comnnaclaltssh . . 'on, within a 
given area for a specifred period of time. The state normally imposes a royalty payment and a 
specific tax regime associated with petroleum operations. The level of the royalty and tax 
payments varies considerably. 

25. The levels of royalty and tax for the majority of the African countries is given in 
Attachment I. There is considerable variation in royalty levels from 0% in Cameroon and 
Lesotho to 20% in Gabon and Madagascar. However. 12%% would seem to be an average 
figure for a royalty payment. It seems extraordinary that Madagascar, non-producer, should be 
top of the league with regard to royalties; however, this situation may be a function of the 
current government thinking rather than the resource potential. It is interesting to note that many 
of the African countries have considerably highex levels of royalty than European producers. 

26. Tax on oil company profits varies between 33 percent for Senegal to 85% for the Africa's 
largest producer, Nigeria. The level of direct taxation in Europe is somewhat lower at 5096, 
which corresponds with the average African value. However, most Eufopean COUlltfies have 
additional taxation which can have the effect of raising the overall level close to that of Nigeria. 

27. Although the concession system is now considered as outdated, a large number of African 
countries still adopt variations of concessions in their dealings with oil companies. The major 
drawback associated with the concession framework from the host countries point of view is that 
it confers considerable powers on the oil company and leaves the host g ~ & e n t  in the position 
of being a simple tax collector. The concession system with its cormotation of the all  powerful 



oil company exercising its authority within a specified geographical area, a state witbin a state 
as it were, has largely been supplanted by more sophisticated types of contracts. 

28. In some African countries, for example in Kenya, where the oil potential is not fully 
defined, the opted for a contractual system which is a mix between COlLCeSSian and production 
sharing agreement. This model petroleum agreements gives to the m ~ o l l a l  compenies 
reasonable incentives encouraging exploration while the long-term interests: of the amtries are 
-1y protected. 

2. Production sharing agreements 

29. This type of agreement became popular in the early l%Os. The first application of 
productionshariagagreelllentsintheoilindustrywssinIndonesiaanditspopllaritybasspread 
tomany*-. 

30. Production sharing contracts represent a more sophisticated stateampany rewaaship 
than that implied by the older concession system. Under production shptiag agnements the 
state, usually represented by its national oil company, plays a more active role in the 
development of its own natural resources. The essence of the agreement implies a 
between the oil compauy and the state in d g  the optimum development of discovered 
petrol- resources. In general, however, it is the foreign oil company which is entrusted with 
carrying out the operational phase of any developmea& 

31. There are usually three essential elements in any production sharing agreement: 

- Cost recovery: Since the foreign oil company is solely responsible for the 
exploration costs associated with any discovery in which the state will take a share 
during the producton phase, a mechanism is included in the agreement whereby 
the oil c0-y is allowed recovery of its initial costs. The normal mechaaism 
in accomplishing this objective is termed 'cost oil', that is, the foreign oil 
company is allowed to take a pacentage (the level being negotiated) of the field 
production in order to recover its initial costs. 

- Production sharing: After deducting the Quantity of oil agned as constituting 
'cost oil' the remaining pmduction, termed 'profit oil', is shared between the state 
and the foreign oil company. The relative level of share is  d y  negotiated for 
each individual contract but is g d y  related to the level of production. For 
example, the typical production sharing agreement may have the following shate 
Stipullltions: 

Government/company share: 

60140 up to 50,000 bbWday 
65/35 from 50,000 bbls/day-10D,000 bblslday 



70130 from 100,000 bbWday-150,000 bblslday 
75125 above 150,000 bbldday 

32. While these figures are fairly typical for Ppoduction sharing agreements, some counbies 
introduce other parameters besides production rate in esbblishing the repartitition of shares. For 
example Cote d'Ivoire Operates a two-tier system with share level being a function not only of 
daily production but also water depth, i.e. water depths below 1000 m and above 1000 m. All 
production sharing contracts concluded by the African countries include for a tax payment to be 
made by the foreign oil company on its share of the 'profit-oil'. 

33. For example, production sharing agreement Nigeria signed with Ashland Oil Company 
in 1972. This agreement requires that ashland set aside up to 50 percent of production f'or the 
recovery of costs aad payment of royalties, 55 percent of the rest in intended to offset the 
Petroleum Profit Tax, while the balance which is termed profit oil is shared between NNPC and 
ashlaud at the rates of 65/35 percent for the first 50,000 barrels per day and 70130 percent 
thereafter. 

3. Service contracts incorporating risks 

34. Service contracts incorporating risk are somewhat similar to production sharing 
agreements in that the oil company bears the total cost of exploration itself. If no discovery is 
made, the company ceases to explore and the contract is negated. In the case of a discovery 
being made, the state or the company in question may proceed with the development. All 
resources located under this type of service contract are the property of the state. 

35. The foreign oil company is repaid for its efforts not by sharing the oil pmduction, as is 
the case in producton sharing contracts, but in direct cash payments. Normally there are 
facilities for the foreign oil company to buy a certain percentage of the production at the market 
price. For Example, Nigerian Government in 1979 signed risk service contract agreement with 
Agip Africa and two other companies. This agreement compels the oil companies to undertake 
full financial responsibility for exploration, development and produaion covering specific blocks. 

4. Service contracts without risks 

36. These contracts are simply agreements whereby an oil company carries out exploration 
and production tasks for the account of a national oil company or another state body. The risks 
are borne by the state entity and any discoveries made are the sole pmperty of the state. AS with 
all other types of petroleum contracts, the foreign oil company must pay tax on any profit they 
make from service contract operations. This type of contract presupposes a certain access to 
capital for the state entities which is not the case for the majority of the African countries. 



5. Joint ventures 

37. Joint ventures are not geoerally constituted petmieum exploitation contracts but take p b  
where the state either through its national petroleum corporation or any other state body becomes 
a partner in the exploitation of a commercial petroleum discovery. The initial contract is usually 
aa expanded concession agreement with a clause indicating that in the case of a commercial 
discovery, the state may take up to a certain per cent in any ensuing development. Another less 
satisfactory way far the state to become a partner in a petroleum development is through 
national'ion. 

38. The costs associated with the exploration phase are borne solely by the foreign oil 
company with the state involved up to the level of its participation in the financing of the field 
development. The state's share of the financing can be supplied either through direct capital or 
may be repaid when oil begins to flow. 

Exploitation agreement criteria 

39. The unique set of circumsCances in which each individual African country finds itself will 
limit the number of strategic options open to it with regard to petroleum explmtion or 
exploitation agreements. There are three basic elements which govern the actions of any 
individual African country; these are: 

a) The size of the resource base, either proven or potential 
b) the access of the state to sources of fUlimce. 
c) The technological or industrial base of the country. 

40. The size of the resource base is vital in attracting foreign private capital into the search 
for hydrocarbons. If the base is well established, as in the case of Nigeria, or if there is a 
demonstrated putential, as in the cases of the Sudan and Cote d'Ivoire, the state may decide on 
a more sophisticated mix of agreements than a simple concession. However, if the resource base 
of African country has y e  to be determined or has thus far proven weak, then the state may have 
to concede some advantage to the companies and adopt concessions as the only method of 
attracting oil companies. 

41. Similarly, access to source of finance, either development finance or commercial fiaance, 
can be a limiting facto? in developing a petroieom exploitation strategy. Lack of finance 
precludes the possibility of non-risk service contracts and may be a formidable obstacle to joint 
ventures. Direct development requires access to sources capable of providing large amount of 
capital. It is unlikely that development agencies, operating as they do from a limited financial 
shucture, would be capable of providing the total sum required for even a limited field 
development. It is worth recalling at this point that the major oil companies finance up to 75% 
of dl field developments from their own sources of capital. 



42. A major element in setting up agreements with international oil companies is the existence 
of a state entity, such as a state oil company which is capable of dealing with oil companies on 
an equal footing. A number of the agreements that have been examined in Africa involve some 
level of govmment involvement in actual field developments. In order to supervise this 
involvement to the maximum, state organisation must exist and must be staffed with personnel 
competent in carrying out this function. 



IV. Government authority in petroleum rcsomee c x p l d q n  and development 

43. In Africa each government has authority and control of the disposition, exploration, 
development, exploitation and utilization of the petroleum resources based on the principle of 
state-ownership of such resources existing within its terrestrial territory and the subsoil of its 
territorial waters. Similsrly, the continental shelf convention counters upon the cuastal states . . 
sovereign rights and therefore jurisdiction over the outer shelf beyond the limits of the t e m t o ~ I  
sea, termed the "continental shelf". 

44. After the govenunent has crystallized its policy, it lays down at its own choice and 
discretion the principles and systems u n d ~  which it desires the national heritage to be 
administered and disposed of in the best interest of the nation. The State is free to choose who 
should underCalre the task of explowtion and development; this freedom of choice necesSarity 
entails the need for a government oil authority or agency specially commissioned in law for the 
purposeandclothedwiththenecessarypawers&finedinthelawcreatingit. T h e o i l ~ o r i t y  
or agency may be the ruler or chief executive, a ministry or executive depgltment, a bureau or 
commission, some specially constiMed government entity, or a state oil company like those 
established in Ghana, Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire. 

45. Through Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) established in 1977 the 
Government has been able to extend its surveillance activities over the operation of multiantional 
oil companies and itself graduaIly Caking over initiatives in the area of explorstion. 

46. An organization of this kind should preferably be established on a career basis and 
afforded maximum freedom from political pressure and interference in order to maintain a 
continuous and progressive development of policy, technology and qmtke. An obvious 
problem in this regard in Africa is that of assembling wqetent persoanel to carry out and 
implement policies and to find solutions to problefus they may arise from the complexities of the 
operations. N m y ,  African countries have to rely on its nationals to s%aff the otganizaton; 
for this, suitable persolmet are needed, n&ng from the top adrmrustraO . . 've echelon down to 
xientitic and technical speciaiists who must have undergone the requisite trPiniag and posses 
adeqWe exjmknce in the petroleum industry. There may be very real difEcplties in meeting 
this requi?anent. If local nationals in su&cient number cannot be obtained and in oada to have 
the benefit of sound advice and guidance, the Govenament has the alternative of seuxing the 
services of qualified foreign nationals in an advisory or consultative capacity only, the 
respoasibility for decions resting with the gov- agency. 

47. It is desirable that the oil agency should have a certain latitude of discretion outside the 
major policy decisions o d h d y  reserved for the policy-making body of gov-. It 
ordioarily takes much longer for the legislative body than the executive depattment to consider 
provisions for new situations; it is therefore advisable that only a guideline of general principles 
and basic provisi011~ be incorporated in the legal framework, leaving the admiaistrative details 
to be decided by the administrative machinery; this will ensure effective control and supervision, 
as well as efficient and diligent performance in the industry. 



48. In a state oil monopoly, the government entity may be charged with the entire 
responsibility for national oil operations, and, therefore, a number of tasks inherently associated 
with the oil activities devolve upon it, including the marketiag of the products realid. But a 
new entity devised for this purpose may encounter a lot of problems, such as lack of equipment 
facilities or of competeat men, and so be unable to keep pace with the technological progress 
upon which effective oil exploration and development depend so greatly. Moreover, the 
centralization of judgment inherent in a monopoly may not be best for rapid and effective 
exploration, especially when one considers the attendant risks and the very large capital 
investment normally required to establish production. In this case,' the government oil agency 
does not need an elaborate legislative enactment for its operations, provided it is properly 
Commissioned and supplied with adequate funds. 

49. The state enterprises are primarily conceived and established as the government arm in 
the local oil economy, with or without governmental authority and t k y  serve as the tool to carry 
out and implement the national oil policy, and to maximize the country's share of the income 
from the exploitation of the resource. Sometimes they start with the distributing and refining 
phases of the industry and later integrate their operatiom backwards into exploration and 
production, either by themselves alone or in association or combhation with private oil 
companies. The mauagement of these companies in some countries, however, it often 
handicapped by lack of continuity if this is disrupted by the political misforbunes of the nrling 
part, or by vacillation and indiffetence caused by political pressure from those in power, or by 
scarcity of experience and know-how. 

50. If the emloration and develwment of the oil resources is entrusted to mivate enterprise, 
the necessary I& framework proides the industry with a guide as to how tde State & the 
oueratiom to be undestaken. It determines the nature and extent of the rights to be minted with 
a'view to providing incentives and encouraging maximum efforts f& early ak intensive 
exploration. 

51. Government authority is exercised ova the industry through the legislative deparlment 
of the government by the enactment of laws affecting the indushy; h g h  the courts as a result 
of their adjudication of controversies and interpretation of laws beating on the rights. and 
obligations of operators; and through the executive depmhat by means of the enforcement and 
implementation of petroteurn legislation and the regulation end inspeaion of operatiom. In all  
these three demtments. a novernment needs to be cwsistent in the imulementation of policies . - 
and laws alr& laid down so as to gain the confidence of investors. The private sectordencwrpects 
to be treated as a partner in working for a common objective in the national hterest and for 
mutual benefit. Considering that iadustry's basis of takiug the risks are the conditio~~~ stated in 
the law or the contract stipulations as agreed upon, unless in exceptionally rare cases of urgent 
national necessity, it is only just for the Government to avoid talring any drastic unilateral action 
to change Mc terms of agreement, as this might amount to confiscation of investment. To the 
private sector of the industry, law is not merely an exercise of legal verbosity, but a solemn 
commitment of undertaldng to be complied with. Confidence between the perties and mutual 
respect for each other's interests weight heavily on maximizing the benefits to be obtsined from 



the operatiom and close co-operation between the Government and the private sector greatly 
assists the development of a strong oil industry. 

52. However, in regulating the opetations of industry, in applying checks and balances, 
stimuli and constraints, conflicts may atise and disagreement may result. These are resolved 
according to the principles and procedutes laid down in the statutes and regulations and the 
contract of operations as they exist in each jurisdiction. There may be provision for appeals to 
be taken from the adminisrrative agency to higher authorities and to the courts. In some cases, 
express provisions for arbitration have been provided. 

53. A government not only exercises authority; it atso has the responsibilities of giving 
servicetotheindustryasweUasprotectingtheinterestsofthenation. Asanimportantneedfor 
compnhemive exploration is the availability of maps showing topography and geology, and 
water depths offshore, the govenunent should undertake broad mapping surveys to determine 
regional features and furnish industry with biisic maps and other data. It is unwise to burden a 
capital-intensive industry with heavy taxes which would increase the cost of the operations and 
make it less attractive for entreprenews to make a choice in favour of local aperations. 

54. Considering the authority and respwsibilities of the government in petroleum resources 
development, the following main functions devolve upon the national petroleum service: the 
administration and enforcement of petroleum laws and the regulations; the promotion of 
exploration and development; the protection of the country's legal and financial interests in the 
resources; and the conservation and wise utilizatiop of such resou~ces. Government authority 
is more directly applied to defining the land and offshore ereas where it desires to promote 
exploration and development; inviting tenders and applications for exploration and exploitation 
rights and fixing the minimum sualifications and the schedule of priorities; granting of rights and 
consideration of extensions, renewals and transfers of petroleum rights; termination, cancellation, 
or taking other appropriete actions in respect of rights of operators; prescrib'ig minimum safety 
and conservation measures; inspection of operations, equipment and facilities used; setting 
minimum work obligations and checking of operations; control of import and export of 
equipment, materials and production; restricting the movement of capital and earnings, price 
control, and currency revaluation. 

55. These governmental powers are broad and, if not wisely applied, may become a burden 
to foreign investors. Generally, however, this not the case particularly in countries where there 
is lack of local risk capital; and many countries have found it advantageous to accept the 
participation of private enterprise under arrangements compatible with thew own national 
policies. The establishment of a viable oil industry is expected to bring numy advantages to the 
nation, the dominant desire beiig a higher standard of living and the enhancement of national 
prestige through in dustrialization and advancement of the economic level. The development of 
the oil industry has contributed greatly the welfare of some African countries in which 
commercial fields have been discovered and developed under a satisfactory legal climate and an 
enlightened, practical and sympathetic attitude of the govenunent authorities. 



56. A state's situation in relation to petroleum resources development is generally the result 
of long-established policies, but those policies may well contain the seed of future problems 
which will emerge only when a new course of action in line with national objectives has to be 
decided uwn. Then comolex alternatives will have to be analvzed and in the mocess an entirelv 
new poti6 may have to de f o m w k d  or the old ones recasi & adapted to ch&hg conditions, 
subject, of cwrse, to the fundamental requirement that Government must defend the national . ~ 

interest at alI ti& and in every field. 
- 

57. In any African country continued economic growth is the main objective of national 
policy. Economic growth depends on, among other factors, energy, of which petroleum is a 
prime source. That the state should take an active interest in the exploration and production of 
petroleum within its territories is therefore inevitable; these activities may lead to the 
development of a neither to unused natural resource which is important to economic development 
as a convenient source of energy and a raw material for a host of industries. 

58. However, the interests of the Government should not be overplayed. For example, harsh 
fiscal regulations enacted in Nigeria in 1959 empowered the Government to levy 65.75 percent 
tax on oil company profits after production costs have been anmtjmi. Royalty on oil was fixed 
at 20 percent for onshore and 18% percent for offshore production where water depth was less 
than 100 meters. 

59. Observed respoases to these incentives were very disappointing, hedce the Government 
changed four times the package of incentives in 1977, 1979, 1982 and 1983. More liberal 
provisions were made intended oil producing companies to intensify exploration and development 
activities and spread their operations to frontier areas and offshore. 

60. Petroleum will undoubtedly continue to play an important role in future economic 
development throughout the world and the steady rise in the coIlsuIIlption of petroleum products 
will require new sources of oil and gas to be found to replace deplaed reserves. National 
production means that at least part of a State's oil requirements can be met from its own 
resources and with no expenditure of foreign exchange: a country which has no domestic 
production must be constantly concerned about future supplies for its long-term needs and their 
cost. Because the lack of indigenous oil resources is a serious potential weakness in the 
economy, the search for this vital resource is of particular interest to Governments in the shaping 
of &eir national policies. 

61. If a decision has been made to allow private capital, local or foreign, to contribute to the 
search for indigenous oil, guidelines for the operation of oil companies and the machinery for 
State control and regulation of their activities will have to be established by legislation. The 
regime wil l  aecessatily be nationalistic, in the sense of being designed to protect the nation's 
resources, but there is no need for its provisions to be so restrictive as to discourage a thorough 
investigation of any oil potential there is. The government must create a climate which 
encourages initiative by guaranteeing fair treatment to those who risk their capital, time and 
energy to bring about the desired result. 



62. Petroleum legislation is normally a body of laws and regulations enacted by the State, but 
it may be replaced by a deed of concession, a joint venture agreement, or a service contract 
specifying all the terms and conditions by which the operation itself and relations between the 
State and private operator wil l  be governed. Naturally, if the State has chasen to undertake the 
exploration and development of indigemus oil on its own account, the scope, intebsty and 
progress of operatioas will be governed by the resources of manpower, finatrce and materials at 
its disposal, rather than by legislation. 

63. In the foregoing discussion an attempt has been made to show that: 

1. A country's situation with resDect to the develmment of petroleum resources 
depends largely on its o& established which may be n&tained amodified in the face 
of changing conditions, but will always be dictated by the interests of the nation. 

2. The formulation of a petroleum policy deserves high priority among State policy 
dde ra t ions  because of the vital influence of oil and natural gas on the life of the people end 
the benefits that a petroleum industry can bring to the economy. 

3. Indigenous deposits of petroleum are part of the national heritage d, with respect 
to those occurring beneath the continental shelf, the coastal State enjoys sovereign rights over 
them for pltposes of exploration and exploitation, pursuant to the 1958 Geneva Convention on 
the continental shelf, consequently, the State has the sole discretion and authority as to their 
disposition and the manner in which they are explored and exploited. 

4. The Government may consider undertaking the search for and development of 
indigenous oil itself. In this case, it will have to take into account such inhereat chamtmsh 

. . 
CS 

of the venture as the huge capital outlay required, the high degree of technical competence 
needed, and the great risks involved. 

5.  Should the Government be unwilling or unable to undertake the operations on its 
own account, private enterprise, domestic or foreign, should be encouraged to participate, with 
the Government providing a suitable climate for the exercise of initiative in the form of a 
sympatktic legislative regime. 

6. The international characta of the petroleum h b l r y  should be borne in mind in 
the search for and development of indigenous resources. 



V. Sources of governmeit revenues from petroleum exploration and development 

64. African petroleum producing countries derive revenues and other benefits from pelroleurn 
resource development in a variety of ways. The purpose of this chapter is to review briefly the 
ways in which revenues are realized under three basic systems governing the development of 
petroleum resources in Africa. These basic systems include: 

i Development by private companies under concession or lasting 
agreements; 

ii Joint development by state-owned and private companies in partneaship 
under concession or leasing laws; 

iii Development by State-owned oil enterprises through production-sharing 
agreements or other forms of service eontracts with private oil companies. 

65. Arrangements between private oil companies and governments take many forms, and 
indeed the above attempt to categorize may be misleading. Even more diffhlt is the attempt 
to make rational comparisons of each system from the point of view of total government 
revenues generated. This is due not only to non-availability of cost information, but also to 
different market conditions, and qualities of crude oil, aad varyiag costs of discovery, 
production, and transportation. The methods by which government revenues ere generated under 
each system are outlines below. 

66. The major sources of govennment revenues paid directly by oil companies in COllIiection 
with petroleum production take the form of royalties, share of profits or production, and income 
taxes, and these direct revenues are substantial. 

These direct revenues do not include other revenues and benefits such as those outlined 
below: 

1. OII Oil companies generally pay to host 
governments bonuses, surface rentals, and ofher amounts specified in their eoncession, lease or 
other agreements. 

2. Alrhougb 
some mior oil comDanies have in-house CaDabilities manv cDILCeSSioaaires subcontract various 
activities-in c d o n  with exploration, dkvelopment i d  production to one or more of the 
intenrational petroleum service companies. These activities include geophysical exploration, 
drilling, well logging, drilling mud services, well cementing and air transport. In addition, other 
local support industries are encouraged by petroleum development, for example, transportetion, 



fabrication and recreation. Substantial revenues may be realized from these sources through 
income and sales taxes, custom duties and other fees. 

3. persaoal Petrotaxes:developmentcreatesnumaousjobopportunities 
for individuals whose tax liabilities may be effectively satisfied by tax withholding payments by 
payer compauies. 

4. Domesticjm3dwtb 
insures the local economy of a secure supply of oil, and d i  or reduces the drain on 
foreign exchange reserves involved in importing domestic petroleum requirements. Production 
may generste substantial foreign exchange earnings to finance development in other economic 

5 .  "Doftmstream" The growth of a petroleum production industry creates 
opportunities for various downstream industries including pipeline, refinery, petrochemical, ocean 
transport and maidng industries which wili be sources of tax revenues and employment 
opportunities. 

6. Education Pbairrine:leum development offers mmems Opportunities for 
education and training of nationals, whether or oat such benefits are &Y COMfitions of 
concessions, leases &other arrangements with private companies. 

- 

67. In a number of African countries there are fees and taxes levied primarily for plrposes 
other tbaa generating general revenues to the government. These include applidon fees 
designed to compensste the government of the cost of a service reqwsted, to screen out 
promoters and speculatDfi, or to generate funds for special purposes such as fioaucing the 
activities of the petroleum agency. They also include surface taxes levied at progressively 
increPsing rates on the basis of the area held by a coafessionaire or lessee. This type of tax is 
designed to discourage speculation and to encourage exploration activity by operator or the 
relinquishment of excess areas. 

68. Under any system of taxation in which "gross receipts" or "net profits" from the sale of 
petroleum must be determined as a step in computing taxes, the *pricen of crude oil teatized by 
the opesdtor is an important fact. In some cwntries posted prices for cnde oil are buyer's 
prices. The government does not control these prices which are posted by refiners. The 
refiner's prices are prices they are willing to pay for crude oil at the wellhead from producers 
connected to their pipeline gathering systems. 

69. The detenninstion of posted prices is a complicated subject. In theory, posted prices are 
supposed to bear some relation to actual market prices. Prices vary within a single country for 



different crudes on the basis of gravity, sulphur content, waxiness and number of other elements 
which can effect refining costs and product quality. Additional variations are currently based 
on the length of tanker hauls to key markets, availability of pipeline traasport and other factors. 

AND 

70. Direct government revenues derived under concession and leasing laws, are in force in 
a number of African countries are outlined below. Generally, the operator under these 
arrangements has right to produce and market production in its own discretion, subject in some 
jurisdictions to obligations to maintain minimum production and to sell a stated percentage of 
production to meet domestic requirements. The host government normally is not involved in 
marketing arrangements. 

1. Bonuses: Bonuses often are payable upon signature when concessions or lease are 
granted through negotiation or competitive bidding. Under some systems bonuses are also due 
when stated daily rates of production are achieved. It should be noted that award of areas is 
generally based on other factors in addition to the bonus offered, for example, technical and 
f-inancial capabilities, work obligations and training commitments. Under some systems no 
bonuses are payable, and the award of concessions is based on priority of application and the 
other factors noted above. 

2. Surface Surface rentals may range from a nominal amount progressively 
increasing with time. The chief purpose of surface rentals is to encourage performance of work 
and the early relinquishment of unpromising areas; revenue is a secondary consideration. 
Frequently, surface rentals are reduced by expenditures for work performed or royalties paid 
during the same period. 

3. Rovatties: Royalties are based on a percentage of gross value of production, 
generally at the wellhead, and are payable whether or not a "net profit" is realized by the 
operator. The host government generally reserves the right to take royalties either in cash or in 
fcind. Royalty rates generally average about 12 112 per cent although rates as high as 16 213 per 
cent are applicable in some countries to offshore areas. Royalty rates may vary depending on 
whether the crude oil is exported or sold domestically. In the calculation of royalties, the price 
of petroleum may be a posted price, tax reference price, market price or realized price, 
depending on the jurisdiction. Some laws authorize reductions in royalty rates to encourage the 
development of otherwise uneconomic petroleum reserves. 

4. Income Income tax is levied on "net income" at rates varying from 
country to country, and in some cases, from concession to concession within the same country. 



71. In recent years a number of d o n s  and leases have been granted to mixed 
companies, i.e. partnerships between oil companies and State-owned enterprises. Under these 
arrangementsthehostgw~mayobtaiarevermesfromthesamesourcesasdescribed 
above. In addition, the gwemment realizes revenues through its proprietary interest in the 
mixed company. 

72. There are no "standard" term for these piutnefihip arrangements. Generally, the terms 
depend upon the relative attractiveness of the areas offered, and the extent to which the State- 
owned enterprise may participate in downstream integrated activities such as trading, refining, 
ocean transpnt, petrochemicals and overseas marketing. 

73. In a number of African countries Stateowned enterprises control all petroleum resources 
and no concessions are granted to private or mixed companies. Foreign participation in 
exploration and production in these countries has taken the form of work agreements or service 
contracts between private operatars and the State-owned oil enterprise. Under one form of 
agreement the company undertaLes exploration work and crude oil produced is shared in agreed 
percentages in the event of a discovery. 

74. Examples of production-sharing agreements are found in Nigeria where the SCateowned 
oil enter(lrise, has contraded with a number of foreign oil companies for the execution of agreed 
work p&mmes. The agreements are made afteriompetitive bidding in which consideration 
is given to signature and production bormses. 



VI. Environmental problems associated with petroleum e x p l d m  md development 

75. Regardless of the form of operating entity or of the financial arrangements between the 
operator and the host government, numerous environmental problems may atise in cotmexion 
with petroleum development. The purpose of this chapter is to outline some of these problems 
and the legislative and administrative solutions which have been adopted by some petroleum 
producing African countries. 

76. Petroleum exploration and development involve the introduction of new types of activity 
and often the disruption of existing patterm of land use and land values. On land adequate steps 
must be taken to ensure safe operations effective conservation measures and to minimize the risks 
of pollution and damage to oil and gas formations. Surfrsce land may have to be acquired, and 
rights-of-way, water rights, zoning authorizations and other forms of permission to operate will 
often have to be secured. Measures must be Caken to protect or accommodate established 
residential, commerd, farming, recreation and other uses. Some potential problems involve 
physical interferences; others, such as pollution of ground water supplies owing to inadequate 
well casing or cementing and subsidence of surface land as a result of production, are more 
complicated. Generally, these onshore problems are the subject of regulations and admuush.a 

* .  tive 
procedures in all established producing counhies. 

77. Although many of the rules governing &ore operations are relevant to offshore 
development, special regulations are mmsary for offshbre operations. The ocean environment 
aggregates some of the usual problems and poses new challenges. For example, ~ ~ ~ ~ m m o d a t i o n  
must often be reached in the case of offshore operations with other users of ocean space, 
including fishing, navigation, recreation, defence, pipelines and other interests. Some user 
conflicts are concerned primarily with risks of adverse changes in marine ecology and of 
pollution, while others involve competition for space, both on the surface and near the sea-bed. 

78. Experience in petroleum operations has led to the adoption of regulations specifically 
governing petroleum operations in African countries. These rules serve as a useful guide for 
regulating initial operations. One procedure used in jurisdictions in which foreign operators have 
recently been awarded leases or work contracts is to require the operator to specify which set of 
foreign safety and pollution-control regulations he wishes to follow, and, when the approval of 
the government has been secured, to deliver copies of those regulations to the supervising 
agency. Representatives of the supervising agency are given broad inspection authority and have 
the power to make orders to ensure compliance with the regulations and with special procedures 
for unusual situations. Gradually, as knowledge is gained about the local geological setting, 
weather conditions, competing uses and other factors, detailed regulations tailored to the local 
environment can be issued. 

79. A number of important elements of safety and pollution control regulations are 
summarized below. The summary is  in layman's language; the regulations themselves are 
written in precise technical language and should be referred to for further detail. 



A apewising agency or their representative should be authorized by the government to 
take all necesrary action to ensure operata's compliance with the terms of his lease or work 
contract and to ensure tbat petroleum operations are conducted in a safe and workmanlike 
manner. 

The foreign operator should be required to maintain recads of all well operations, to tile 
periodic reports of operations, to report all serious &dents and all 11 f i r e s y ,  and to 
give notice of intention to fracture, treat, acidize, repsir, undertake multiple completion, abandon 
and other similar activities. 

The conduct of geophysical exploration should be subject to regulation, normally by the 
government agency concerned with wildlife and fisheries. 

Uniform marking should be required as an aid to administration in identifying operators 
and locations. 

The drilling or deepening of both exploratory and development wells should be ma& 
conditional on the operator filing an application to drill. The application should include 
information concerning proposed casing, cementing, mud and well spacing and blow-out 
prevention prognunmes for each well, and these dam should satisfy pracribed minimum 
standards. The supervising engineer should have authority to presrribe higher standards in the 
event of abnormal pressure conditions or other geological factors. Blow-out prevention 
equipment should be tested after installation, and the drilling mud programme should be such as 
to ensure well control at all times. 

Rocedures and minimum standards should be laid down for abandoned wells and for the 
removal of casing and piling or other sea-bed obstructions. 

The continuation in effect or extension of a lease or work contract is often conditional 
upon the discovery of a "commercial well". Accordingly, procedures should be prescribed for 



the orderly suspension of operations and for production tests and determination of production 
capability. 

Chokes or similar safety devices should be installed in all wells capable of discharging 
oil or gas. 

Well head equipment (casing heads, well head fittings, valves and connexions) should 
meet prescribed minimum standards and testing procedures. 

Pollution prevention standards should be prescribed for liquid and solid waste disposal 
and for production facilities, and should cover inspection and reporting requirements, pollution 
control equipment and plans for initiating emergency Corrective action. 

The installation and operation of pipelines should be conditional upon the approval of the 
design, control devices and operating conditions. 

The government agency concerned should have authority to control rates of production 
of oil or gas wells in order to secure the maximum ultimate recovery from a reservoir. 
Detemhtion of the maximum economic rate of production is dependent upon engineering and 
geological information concerning the reservoir. 

The Government should have the authority to authorize or require unitization, pooling and 
drilling agreements between two or more operators where such action is necessary in the interests 
of conservation. 

80. It should be noted that even the most comprehensive regulations will not, in themselves, 
eliminate the risk of injury to other uses and values. Recent massive oil lealrs and spills in the 
USA and in the Gulf of. Mexico indicate that there must also be energetic and enlightened . . admmstmtive action to minimize or prevent damage from petroleum development. The nature 
of the environment and of the competing demands on living resources varies from one country 



to another. Experience ,has shown that administrative agencies having competent technical and 
scientific staffs and broad discretionary powers play a key role in effectively supervising 
petroleum development and in reaching wise solutions to the problems posed by the environment. 



VII. Conelosion and RoeOmmendltioas 

81. The particular type of agreement chosen by any state should reflect not only the realities 
of the petroleum potential of the country but also the position of the petroleum sector in the 
country's overall development strategy. Developing wuntries have suffered in the past from a 
lack of sophistication in dealing with international oil companies. In some cases, agreements 
were siened which were determental to the interests of the state or smaller oil c o d e s  
obtainedconcessions for very large areas in which they themselves had no intention of ex&oring 
but later farmed out to larger companies under very advantageous terms. 

82. The level of awareness and sophistication of developing countries has improved and in 
some cases, development institutions such as the World Bank, will give assistance in setting up 
the legal framework controlling petroleum operations and will also assist in negotiating contracts 
with interested oil companies. 

83. African countries must continue in their desire to attract foreign private investment in the 
petroleum sector by offering political and legal guarantees coupled with the concept of a 
'reasonable' profit on investment to international oil companies. However, this desire should 
not lead the governments of these countries to conclude agreements which will lead to an 
abrogation of their power to control petroleum operations or indeed to abnormally high profits 
for the companies involved in the petroleum sector. 

84. The development of oil and gas resources is far too important a factor for African country 
to be the subject of a hastily concluded agreement. National governments and international oil 
companies must be aware of their roles as vital partners in the development of natwai re~omes.  
The agreements signed should lead to an emphasis on the equal'i of this partnership and should 
endeavour to avoid any future conflict or bitterness. 

85. From the paper's text it is clear that the financial provisions under the recent legal 
arrangements should be so designed as to give the African governments a substantially larger 
take, and also to appropriate a substantial portion of any "windfall" profits which may be 
generated. The variety of mechanisms which have been used to achieve these objectives include: 
levy of tax (with provision for vatiation of the tax rates), institution of sliding-scale rates for 
royalties and/or production shares, fiscal provision so designed tbat a major part of profits above 
a certain level, computed in terms of "return" to the investor, could be appropriated by the state 
by way of an "excess profits" tax. Other mechanisms included control over a pricing or the use 
of a "norm" or "tax reference" price for computation of tax or other forms of government take. 
Mechanisms have also been designed for more effective monitoring of costs and for limiting 
capital and other allowances which could be claimed by companies. 

86. In conclusion, some of the recommendations made by UNECA on petroleum legislation 
which may be commended to African wuntries are summarid below: 



87. The preferred arrangements for oil importing &can countries which do not have the 
necessary capital to enter into exploration themselves are those whereby the country does not IUII 
an exploratory risk, but at the same time obtains the highest possible government take. Furtbes, 
thearrangementsshouhlemxnuageexplorationinordertotrytofindatleast~pppepetroIeum 
and also encourage development of marPir\al. In order to achieve these objectives, it can 
be r e c m  to use some or all of the following components in the arrangement: 

88. 
. . 

Sliding scale royalties are generally better than royalties of a fixed 
percentage, because if the royalty is higher the latgm (which means gewrally the more 
profitable) the field. 

89. In order to avoid double taxation problems particularly with 
U.S. companies, it is better to include the generally applicable income tax in the anrangement. 
Care should be taken to make the taxes special to the petroleum in dud^^, because this causes 
again problems with tax credits in the U S A .  and other countries. Also, one should take care 
that companies are required to create sepamtely taxable entities in order to 'ring fence" the 
exploration and development operations from other possible activities such as refining or 
marketing in the country. It is important to include the payment of taxes of general application 
because most private petroleum companies would have to pay these tures anyway in their home 
country. Furthermore, taxes are inherently adjustable. 

90. anth cost Product Productg can also be 
recommended as a beneficial component of a legal arrangement provided the sharing iucludes 
cost recovery. It is generally in the interest of a state to allow a rapid recovery of costs, 
provided, on the other hand, the product share in favour of the government is high aftex costs 
have been recoverad. Again, it can be recommended to apply a sliding scale providing for a 
higher profit share on larger fields. 

91. 
. . tamed It can be recommended to include carried interest provisions in countries 

which would have the financial strength to finance on their own part of the development costs 
on a project financing basis. It enables a local state company to make the same rate of return 
on its investment during the produaion phase as the peboleum company. participation in the 
investments should be done with great care. Standby financing from the World Bank or 
otherwise should be available in case of a discovery. Delays because of financing problems 
could signiiicantly and aeedlessly increase costs to the detriment of the host country. In order 
to guarantee the financeability of the project for the government, the arrangements with the 
petroleum company should stipulate clearly that the financial pticipation of the host government 
only starts after: 

a) the petroleum company has drilled the required delineation wells, which 
dmmsmm that the discovery is commercial and 



b) the government has approved the specific development programme for the field 
under consideration. 

92. Only after all technical, geological, f~nancial, commercial, environmental and other 
impacts of the project have been thoroughly analyzed and approved by government, can one 
expect the state corporation to participate financially, in order to avoid that later governmetlt 
decisions interfere with fhncial cOmmitrm?llts made by the state oil company. Any carried 
interest should only relate to expenditures made after the date of participation. 

93. Spja l  petroleum taxes can be considered in conjunction 
with any of the above components. However, the introduction of profit sharing can be 
particularly recommended where the government does not want to introduce product sharing or 
carried interest provisions. Profit sharing may be preferable over special taxes because the 
petroleum industry is well aware of the adjustable nature of special taxes, and as a result 
inclusion of special taxes will significantly inmase the risk perceived by the oil industry to exist. 
An alte-rnative is to provide for taxes of general application with a strong slidiug scale upwards 
at high taxable income levels. Profit sharing could be in the form of a carried in- after 
payment. 

94. Rentals: It can be recommended to introduce during the exploration and development 
phase rentals, iacreasing mually, in order to offset increased government costs as a result of . . petroleum development, such as for admunrstration, education and training, environmental 
protection, navigation aides, required infrastntctual works, etc. Arrangements which are 
economically attractive to the host government could be developed by using as the principal 
features any of the following combinations: 

a) sliding scale product sharing + taxation, 
b) carriedinterest+taxation, 
c) sliding scale product sharing + carried interest + taxation, 
d) taxation +, 
e) taxation + carried interest + special taxes, 
f) sliding scale product sharing + carried interest + taxation +, 
g) or just sliding sale  taxation. 

95. Sliding sale royalties should preferably be discouraged in any of the arrangements, and 
rentals should only be used modestly. 

96. African countries in which commercial petroleum has been discovered and with good . . . . 
prospects in some of the remaining areas, This 
meanstbattheseeountriesfan~dadloftheaboveoptionsundermorestringenttermsand 
conditions and also for fixed rate-of-return service contracts. These fixed m f - r e t u r n  senrice 



contracts should be combined with taxation (in this case over the return provided to the 
contraaor) and could be c o m b i i  with carried interest provisions. Countries which have 
additionally a strong financiel position could at the same time consider joint vtnlures on the basis 
of any of the above arrangements. 

97. . . 
In the selection of the components it is important to give due 

consideration to the matter of administrative capability, in view of the fact that control of costs 
is not easy. The mstter of inflating costs, has to be guarded against. The problem is that 
sometimes petroleum companies try to mviuce governments that costs are much bigher than 
they are in reality, in order to deduct these inflated costs and reduce taxes or other payments. 

98. As a consequence, components which require detailed cost control have to have less 
emphasis than other components, in the case of governments which are in the initial phase of the 
development of z&mHmb . . 've capacity in the petroleum sector. Such governments M d  
preferably use one of the f011owing systems, always in combination with income tax of general 
application: 

1) sliding scale product sharing with cost recovery, 
2) sliding scale royalties + carried interest, 
3) sliding scale royalties + profit sharing, 
4) ~sca leproduct shar ingwi thcos trecover+carr i ed~ .  

99. African countries which also have problems with tioancing a possible carried interest, 
should preferably concentrate on the systems 1) or 3). 
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Current African Petroleum Tax and Royalty Rates 

Royalty Rate 

12.5% 
Not specified 
None 
12.5% 
15% 
10% 
12.5% 
20% 
12.5% 
12.5% 
12.5% 
20% 
12.5% 
20% (10% gas) 
None 
12.5% 
20% 
Not specified 
12.5% (5% gas) 
12.5% 
12.5% 
12.5% (5% gas) 
20% 
12.5% (5% gas) 
12.5% 
12.5% (5% gas) 
15% 
12.5% 
Not specified 
1 % 
5 % 
12.5% 
Not specified 
4% 

ANNEX I 

Income Tax Rate 

50% 
35 % 
57.5% 
50 % 
60% 
50-80% 
51% 
56.25% 
50.0% 
65.0% 
46.0% 
50% 
50% 
52.5% 
50% 
50% 
45 % 
50% 
50% 
50% 
50% 
50% 
85 % 
33.33% 
55 % 
50% 
67 % 
67 % 
5040% 
50 % 
Not specified 
so % 
45 % 
51.75% 



ANNEX I1 

The oil explmtion/production contracts, terms and conditions of kensing. 

1. National oil company 

2. Address, telex, fax, phone 

3. contact 

4. Brief history of petroleum exploration/produCtion* 

5. Type of petroleum exploration/produCtion contract 

a. concession 

b. production shariag agreement 

c. service contract with risk 

d. service contract without risk 

e. direct exploitation 

f. joint ventures 



ANNEX I1 

6. Duration of licence 

7. Royalties 

8. Taxes 

9. State participation* 

*Use additional pages please 

Kindly return the completed QUESTIONNAIRE to the following address: 

Mr. Peter N. Mwanza, Chief 
Natural Resources Division 
UN Economic Commission for Africa 
P.O.Box 3001 
Addis Ababa 
Ethiopia 



LIST OF 
AFWCAN COUNTRIES WHICH RESPONDED TO 

ECA QUESTIONNAIRE 

Algeria 
1. Angola 
2. Benin 

Botswana 
Burkina Faso 
Burundi 

3. Cameroon 
Cape Verde 
Central African Republic 

4. Chad 
ComorOS 

5. Congo 
6. Cote d'lvoire 

Djibouti 
Egypt 
Equntorial Guinea 

7. Ethiopia 
8. Gabon 

The Gambia 
9. Ghana 

Guinea 
10. Guinea-Bissau 
11.  Kenya 

Lesotho 
12. Liberia 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
13. Madagascar 

Malawi 
Mali 
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Morocco 
Mozambique 

14. Namibia 
Niger 

fi. Nigeria 
16. Rwanda 

Sao Tome and Principe 
-gal 



ANNEX IV 

LEGISLATION 

I Government statutes; adminishative agency 

1. Identification of governing laws 

2. Declaration of state ownership of hydrocarbons 

3. Classes of areas subject to disposition of mineral rights 

4. Structure and authority of ad- 
. . 've agency; degree of discretion delegated 

to it to negotiate contract terms; functions of state-owned companies, if any. 

II. Types of mineral authorizations 

1. Direct grants of rights: reconnaissance or prospecting permits, and licences, 
leases or concessions for (i) exploration, (ii) development and production, (ui) 
transportation, (iv) refining, and (v) marketing. 

2. Special arrangements: work contracts, production-sharing agreements, joint 
ventures, joint structures, co-operative contracts, etc. 

3. Eligibility and qualification requirements for private operators: nationality, 
financial and technical competence, etc. 

In. Exploration rights 

1. - Application procedures: basis for award, methods of selection among competing 
applicants; 

2. Cl.um&t of the exploration right: exclusive or non-exclusive; 

3. Maximum area,s minimum areas; areas of blocks; 

4. Obligations: work obligations and programmes, financial obligations, special 
obligations, with respect to each block; 
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5 .  Duration and renewals; voluntary surrender; 

6.  Incentives to diligence: relinquishment requirements, escalation of rentals, etc.; 

7. Terms for conversion to production rights; definition of commercial discovery, 
and effects. 

N. Development aud production rights 

1. Application procedures; basis for award; methods of selection among competing 
applicants. 

2. Maximum areas, minimum areas and areas of blocks; 

3. Duration and renewals; volmtary surrender; 

4. Incentives to diligence; relinquishment requirements, escalation of rentals, etc.; 

5.  Work obligations and work programmes; 

6. Financial obligations; 

7. Special obligations; 

8. Unitization; 

9. Rights to wry away and dispose of production. 

10. State participation in the working interest or equity; 

11.  Joint ventures and other co-operative arrangements; association of local capital-, 

12. Fiscal exemptions; customs duties on equipment, &.; 

13. Repatriation of capital and profits; exchange controls; 

14. Disposition of proceeds of overseas sales. 

VII. Provisions of general applicability 

1. Conservation of hydrocarbolls and reservoir energy; requirements for good oil 
field practices; prevention of waste; 



2. Protection of the environment; 

3. Safety requirements; 
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4. Provisions to protect other uses of the sea, in offshore Operations; maritime and 
navigation rules; -. 

5.  Inspections by state authorities; 

6. Submission of reports and dat~; confidentiality 

7. Approval of development and work programmes 

8. Employment and training nationals 

9. AUocation of production to the domestic msrket 

10. Import controls and exemptions; repatriation of equipment 

11. Assignments 

12. Force majeure 

13. Assurances against abrogation of contracts, expmprWon and unilateral changes 
of conditions 

14. Rights to establish infmstnrctures; terminals, pipeIines, communisation facilities, 
storage and gathering facilities, treatment faciities, etc. 

15. Land acquisition; rights of way eminent domain; wata rights 

16. Relaxation of immigration procedutes 

VIII. Enfacement, termination, settlement of displtes 

1. Administrative agency's powers of direct enforcement 

2. Enforcement through judicial proceedings 

3. Causes and procedures for termination; rights of review 

5. Settlement of disputes: judicial proceedings, mediation, international arbitration, 
etc. 




